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Abstract—In this paper, we investigate the throughput performance of physical-layer network coding (PNC) under the IEEE
802.11 distributed coordination function (DCF). We consider
the wireless network that two client groups communicate with
each other across one relay node, and focus on the unsaturated
network case. The difficulty in modeling the relay systems under
the IEEE 802.11 DCF is that the minimum contention window
sizes of the client nodes and the relay node may be different,
which makes the traditional throughput analysis methods for
the non-relay wireless networks inapplicable. Fortunately, we
find that the relay system can be decomposed into four parts and
respectively modeled. Analytical results show that the throughput
gain of PNC scheme is heavily affected by the probability that
a transmitted network-coding (NC) packet contains the information of two packets. The implication is that the throughput
benefit of PNC is more significant for bidirectional isochronous
traffic with rate requirements. We further derive an approximate
closed-form solution of the optimal transmission probability of
client nodes that maximizes the PNC network throughput. We
validate our analytical model through extensive simulations and
discuss the relationship between the PNC network throughput
and other system parameters, such as the minimum contention
window sizes of both the client nodes and the relay node.
Index Terms—Physical-layer network coding, IEEE 802.11
DCF, unsaturated throughput analysis.

I. I NTRODUCTION

D

UE to the broadcast nature of wireless media, wireless
links operated on the same channel may cause interference to each other. The concept of physical-layer network
coding (PNC), which makes good use of the interference, has
great potential to improve the throughput of wireless networks
[1], [2]. For example, PNC can improve the throughput of
the simple two-way relay channel (TWRC) by 100% [1].
However, what is less understood is the throughput gain of
PNC when it is applied to a general wireless network.
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The carrier sense multiple access (CSMA) protocol is the
most widely used distributed media access control (MAC)
protocol in current wireless networks. In this paper, we focus
on investigating the throughput performance of the relay system with PNC under the IEEE 802.11 distributed coordination
function (DCF). In particular, we are interested in the unsaturated network case. The unsaturated network is more practical,
as in a real wireless network, nodes do not always have
packets waiting for being sent. However, both the modeling
and the theoretical analysis of the unsaturated network are
more complicated. Another difficulty in modeling the relay
systems under the IEEE 802.11 DCF is that the minimum
contention window sizes of the client nodes and the relay node
may be different. This makes the throughput analysis methods
for the traditional non-relay wireless networks inapplicable.
The main contributions of this paper are summarized as
follows:
1) We derive the analytical unsaturated network throughput results of the PNC scheme, the traditional nonphysical-layer network-coding (NC) scheme, and the
non-network-coding (NNC) scheme under IEEE 802.11
DCF. What’s more, we find that for all schemes, the
relay system will be stable when the sending buffers of
the client nodes and the relay node are not always nonempty, which can be achieved by controlling the packet
generation probability and setting appropriate minimum
contention window sizes of the client nodes and the relay
node.
2) We show that the throughput gain of PNC scheme is
heavily affected by the balance factor, αP N C , which
represents the probability that when one of the client
nodes occupies the channel and sends a packet to its
destination client node, the destination client node also
has a packet to be sent to the source client node if
the sending buffer of the destination client node is
not empty. Compared with the non-physical-layer NC
scheme and the NNC schemes, the throughput gain
of PNC scheme becomes more significant as αP N C
increases. The implication of these results is that the
throughput benefit of PNC is more significant for bidirectional isochronous traffic with rate requirements.
3) We optimize the network throughput of PNC scheme
in terms of the transmission probability of client nodes
kc , and derive an approximate closed-form optimal
solution of kc . Furthermore, we discuss the relationship
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between the PNC network throughput and other system
parameters, such as the minimum contention window
sizes of both the client nodes and the relay node. The
results show that first, to achieve a better throughput
performance, the minimum contention window size of
the client nodes should be self-adaptive according to
the number of client nodes in the system; second, the
minimum contention window size of the relay node has
little effect on the system throughput, and thus can be
set as small as possible to make the system stable.
A. Related work
Network coding is a promising technique to improve the
capacity of wired or wireless networks [3]. Originally, NC
operations are applied at high-layer (not at physical layer),
and three time slots are needed for exchanging two packets
between two client nodes across a relay node. We refer to
this scheme as high-layer network-coding (HNC) scheme.
Considering that two packets encountering in the air can be
seen as a natural way of network coding, two new techniques,
namely, PNC [1], [2] and analog network coding (ANC) [4],
[5] are proposed to further improve the wireless network
throughput. In PNC and ANC schemes, only two time slots
are needed when exchanging two packets between two client
nodes across a relay node.
In the literature, most studies of PNC are focused on the
physical layer, and within a simple TWRC network, i.e. [6],
[7]. When the PNC scheme is applied to a general network,
the transmission coordination of PNC scheme with MAC
protocols should be considered. In [8] and [9], the authors
proposed a distributed MAC protocol for PNC system which
can be seen as an extension of IEEE 802.11 DCF. In [10],
Argyriou proposed a MAC protocol for PNC scheme, which
makes two independent packet transmissions interfere in a
controlled and cooperative manner. Recently, Cocco et al.
presented two new schemes to solve the collision problem in
slotted ALOHA networks based on multi-user PNC scheme
[11]. The coordination of MAC protocols with ANC scheme
was investigated in [12]–[15]. However, to the best of our
knowledge, none of the existing works analyzes the throughput
performance of PNC scheme in a general network coordinated
with MAC protocols.
The throughput performance analysis of IEEE 802.11 DCF
is mostly on traditional NNC network [16]–[24]. In [16],
Bianchi first considered a multistage exponential backoff
window, and proposed a bi-dimensional discrete-time Markov
model for the saturated single-hop network. And henceforth,
Bianchi’ model was widely used and extended. In [17], [18],
Bianchi’ model was extended to the throughput analysis of
the unsaturated network by introducing an additional idle
state. While in [19], [20] and [21], [22], Bianchi’ model was
extended by considering the retransmission limit and adding
the back-off counter freezing probability, respectively. In [23],
[24], the throughput performance of traditional IEEE 802.11
multi-hop networks was analyzed.
Recently, several works (e.g. [25]–[27]) discussed the performance of the HNC scheme coordinated with several distributed MAC protocols in a relay network with one relay
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The two-hop wireless relay network.

node and two client groups. In [25], Umehara et al. analyzed
the throughput and delay of the relay system employing HNC
scheme and slotted ALOHA protocol under two representative
unbalanced traffic cases. In [26], Umehara et al. extended
the analysis to a general single-relay multi-user network, and
discussed the achievable throughput region. And in [27], the
performance of HNC scheme coordinated with an improved
slotted ALOHA protocol was analyzed. In this paper, we
propose analytical models for the throughput performance of
PNC, HNC and NNC schemes coordinated with the widely
used IEEE 802.11 DCF based on the relay network with one
relay node and two client groups.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents the network model and discusses the transmission
processes of the NNC, HNC and PNC schemes under the
802.11 DCF. In section III, we develop analytical models for
the unsaturated network throughput of the NNC, HNC and
PNC schemes. In section IV, we derive an approximate closedform optimal solution for the transmission probability of client
nodes kc that maximizes the PNC network throughput. In
section V, we carry out extensive simulations to validate our
model, discuss the relationship between the PNC network
throughput and system parameters, and compare the throughput of the NNC, HNC and PNC schemes. And section VI
concludes this paper.
II. S YSTEM D ESCRIPTION
A. Network Model
In this paper, a two-hop wireless system is considered, as
shown in Fig. 1. Two client groups each with u/2 client nodes
communicate with each other across a relay node. All the
nodes contend for the channel according to the IEEE 802.11
DCF and work in half-duplex mode. What’s more, we only
consider the bidirectional traffic across a relay node. That is,
first, the relay node does not generate traffic; second, there is
no traffic within one client group and all the traffic generated
by the client nodes in one group will be transmitted to the
client nodes in the other group. We further make the following
assumptions: 1) The relay node is within the transmission
range of all the client nodes, but the client nodes in different
groups are out of the transmission range of each other. One
possible network scenario is that several laptops in one room
communicate with several other laptops in another room across
a relay. 2) The client nodes in the same group are within the
transmission range of each other, thus, when a client node
transmits packets, the other client nodes in the same group
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can perform “opportunistic listening”1 if necessary; 3) All
the nodes are in the carrier-sensing range of each other, the
channel condition is ideal, and there is no hidden node (HN).
In fact, HN problem can be avoided when “RS (Re-Start)
mode” is adopted, and the network has a sufficiently large
carrier sensing range [28]. In this paper, we focus on the
throughput analysis of HN free network. When HN exists,
transmission failures will occur during the time that a node
successfully occupies the channel. This will result in packet
retransmissions in CSMA networks. Thus, the analysis of the
network throughput could be more complicated. 4) There is
perfect synchronization for PNC system to guarantee that the
relay node can extract an NC packet from the superimposed
electromagnetic (EM) waves. In practice, high-precision synchronization can be implemented using Locata synchronization technology [29]. Moreover, some technologies, such as
Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) [30],
can be used so that the synchronization requirement can be
relaxed.
B. The NNC, HNC and PNC Transmissions Coordinated with
802.11 DCF
In the 802.11 DCF, a node monitors the channel activity
when there is a new packet to transmit. If the channel is idle
for a distributed inter frame space (DIFS), the node sends a
packet. Otherwise, the node waits until the channel is idle
for a DIFS, and then after a random backoff time, the node
sends a packet. What’s more, a node will wait for a random
backoff time after a successful transmission or a collision. In
addition, in the 802.11 DCF, an exponential backoff scheme
is adopted. That is, at the first transmission attempt of a
packet, the backoff time is uniformly chosen in the range
(0, CWmin − 1), where CWmin is the minimum size of the
contention window. After each failed transmission, the size of
the contention window is double until a maximum value of
2m · CWmin , where m is called the maximum backoff stage.
For easy coordination with the PNC scheme, we consider
the Request To Send (RTS)/Clear To Send (CTS) mechanism
in this paper. In the RTS/CTS mechanism, the RTS and CTS
packets contain the information of the length of the data packet
to be transmitted, which can be read by the other listening
nodes to update their network allocation vectors (NAV)2
[16]. In the following, we describe the detailed RTS/CTS
mechanisms based on NNC, HNC and PNC schemes. And in
the description, we assume that the propagation delay between
any two nodes is the same and equals δ.
In NNC scheme, when any node (a client node or the
relay node) successfully occupies the channel, the transmission
process is the same, as shown in Fig. 2a. First, when node 1
wants to send some data to node 2, it sends an RTS packet
to node 2. Second, if node 2 can receive the RTS packet of
node 1 correctly, it sends a CTS packet back to node 1 after
a period of time called short inter frame space (SIFS). Third,
when receiving the CTS packet, node 1 sends a data packet
1 “Opportunistic listening” means that when a client node in one group
sends a packet to the relay node, all the other nodes in the same group can
also receive the packet.
2 In 802.11 protocol, the NAV represents the number of microseconds the
sending node intends to hold the channel busy.

to node 2 after a SIFS delay. Fourth, when node 2 receives
the data packet correctly, it sends back an acknowledgement
(ACK) packet after a SIFS delay for confirmation.
In HNC scheme, the transmission process when a client
node successfully occupies the channel is the same as that
in NNC scheme, as described above. And, when a client
node transmits a packet, the other client nodes in the same
group perform “opportunistic listening”, which makes the
client nodes can decode all the NC packets from the relay node
if there are no significant reception errors. In the transmission
process when the relay node occupies the channel, the CTS
and ACK packets from different client nodes should be transmitted at different sub-time-slots to guarantee that the relay
node can receive the CTS and ACK packets from different
client nodes correctly, as shown in Fig. 2b. The transmission
process is as follows: First, the relay node broadcasts an RTS
packet to both client node 1 and client node 2. The RTS packet
contains the transmission order of the CTS and ACK packets
of client node 1 and client node 2. Second, after the RTS
packet correctly arrives at both the client nodes, the two client
nodes wait for a SIFS delay first, and then send two sequent
CTS packets to the relay node with a SIFS time interval
respectively according to the order given in the RTS packet.
Third, after the CTS packets are correctly received, the relay
node waits for a SIFS delay first and then sends an NC packet
to both client node 1 and client node 2. Fourth, after the NC
packet is correctly received by both the client nodes for a SIFS
time, the two client nodes respectively send two sequent ACK
packets to the relay node according to the order given in the
RTS packet for confirmation.
In PNC scheme, the transmission processes of a client node
and the relay node are different when they successfully occupy
the channel. Fig. 2c shows the transmission process of the
PNC scheme when a client node occupies the channel. When
client node 1 wants to send a data packet to client node 2, it
sends an RTS packet with the information of the client node 2
to the relay node. If the relay node can receive the RTS packet
correctly, it broadcasts a CTS packet to both client node 1 and
client node 2 after a SIFS delay. When correctly receiving the
CTS packet, each client node waits for a SIFS delay first, and
then sends a data packet to the relay node. In the case that
client node 2 does not have a data packet waiting for being
sent to the client node 1 when it receives the CTS packet from
the relay node, client node 2 sends an empty packet. Under
the assumption of perfect synchronization, the relay node can
deduce an NC data packet from the received superimposed
EM waves, and store it in its sending buffer. And, after a
SIFS delay, the relay node broadcasts an ACK packet to both
the client nodes for confirmation.
Fig. 2d shows the transmission process of the PNC scheme
when the relay node occupies the channel. When there is an
NC data packet in the sending buffer of the relay node waiting
for being sent to client node 1 and client node 2, the relay node
broadcasts an RTS packet to the two client nodes. If both the
client nodes can receive the RTS packet correctly, each of them
sends a CTS packet to the relay node after a SIFS delay. Under
the assumption of perfect synchronization, the relay node can
deduce an NC CTS packet. If the NC CTS packet is correct,
the relay node waits for a SIFS delay and then broadcasts
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an NC data packet to both the client nodes. After correctly
receiving the NC data packet, each client node sends back an
ACK packet to the relay node after a SIFS delay. By checking
the overlapped ACK packets, the relay node knows whether
the NC data packet is correctly received or not.
When two or more nodes send RTS packets at the same
time, collision occurs and no node can successfully occupy
the channel. In this case, the transmission processes of all
schemes are the same, which is illustrated in Fig. 3.
III. T HROUGHPUT A NALYSIS
In this section, we model the relay system based on the
NNC, HNC and PNC schemes, and analyze their unsaturated
network throughput performances. Since there are two kinds of
nodes in the relay system, the whole system will be separated
into four parts, and be respectively modeled. We make the
following assumptions and approximations in the following
discussions.
We assume that in each time slot, each client node generates
a packet with a probability g, and the sending buffer of each
client node is big enough and thus never full. And when g is
given, we make the following approximations:
1) The collision probability that a node transmits is independent and constant, regardless of the number of
failed transmissions [16], and that of each client node is
the same. This approximation could be more accurate
as CWmin and u become larger, since the collision

probability means the probability of collision seen by
a transmitted packet on the channel [16].
2) The probability that a node transmits when its sending
buffer is not empty is constant, and that of each client
node is the same. Indeed, the probability that a node
transmits when its sending buffer is not empty would
vary over time since the time slots with collisions are
shorter than the time slots with successful transmissions.
This approximation could be more accurate when the
collision probability is smaller.
3) The probability that the sending buffer of a node is not
empty is constant, and that of each client node is the
same.
All the above approximations have been verified through
simulations (see Section V-A). And based on these approximations, the relay system can be modeled by four separate
processes: one is the changing process of the number of
packets in a client node’s sending buffer; one is the channel
contention process of the client nodes based on the 802.11
DCF when their sending buffers are not empty; one is the
changing process of the number of packets in the relay node’s
sending buffer; and the last one is the channel contention
process of the relay node based on the 802.11 DCF when
its sending buffer is not empty. In the following, we analyze
the network unsaturated throughput of the three schemes by
modeling the above processes.
A. The changing process of the number of packets in a client
node’s sending buffer
In this subsection, we focus on modeling the changing
process of the number of packets in a client node’s sending
buffer. In NNC and HNC schemes, the number of packets in
a client node’s sending buffer will keep unchanged when one
of the client nodes in the other group occupies the channel.
However, in PNC scheme, the number of packets in a client
node’s sending buffer may change when one of the client
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Fig. 4. The Markov chain of the changing process of Sc (t) in NNC and
HNC schemes.

nodes in the other group occupies the channel. Therefore, the
changing process of the number of packets in a client node’s
sending buffer in PNC scheme should be separately modeled.
Let pc , hc and PN E c respectively denote the probability
that the collision occurs when a client node transmits, the
probability that a client node transmits under the condition
that its sending buffer is not empty, and the probability that
the sending buffer of a client node is not empty. Then, the
probability that a client node transmits a packet successfully
under the condition that its sending buffer is not empty equals
hc (1 − pc ).
Let Sc (t) represent the number of packets in the sending
buffer of a client node at discrete time t. In the system, the time
is slotted, and t and t+1 respectively represent the beginnings
of two adjacent time slots. Considering that in all schemes,
Sc (t + 1) is determined by Sc (t) and the number of packets
that arrive at and depart from the sending buffer of the client
node during the time [t, t + 1], Sc (t) can be modeled with a
Markov chain.
1. The changing process of Sc (t) in NNC and HNC
schemes:
In NNC and HNC schemes, Sc (t) may change because of
the following two events: 1) A new packet is generated by
the client node in the current time slot, and the probability of
this event equals g. 2) In the current time slot, the client node
successfully occupies the channel and sends a packet when
its sending buffer is not empty, and the probability of this
event equals hc (1−pc ). Considering that the above two events
may both happen during a time slot, the transition diagram of
the Markov chain of the changing process of Sc (t) in NNC
and HNC schemes is shown in Fig. 4. The one-step transition
probabilities are:
P {Sc (t + 1) = 0 |Sc (t) = 0 } = 1 − g,
P {Sc (t + 1) = 1 |Sc (t) = 0 } = g,

(1a)
(1b)

P {Sc (t + 1) = i |Sc (t) = i } =
[1 − hc (1 − pc )] (1 − g) + g · hc (1 − pc ), i ≥ 1,

(1c)

P {Sc (t + 1) = i + 1 |Sc (t) = i } =
g [1 − hc (1 − pc )] , i ≥ 1,

(1d)

P {Sc (t + 1) = i − 1 |Sc (t) = i } =
hc (1 − pc )(1 − g), i ≥ 1,

(1e)

P {Sc (t + 1) = j |Sc (t) = i } = 0, |i − j| ≥ 2.

(1f)

The explanations of equation (1) are as follows:
1) Equation (1a) and (1b) represent that when the sending
buffer of a client node is empty, only the event that a
new packet is generated may happen.

2) Equation (1c) states that in NNC and HNC schemes,
when the sending buffer of a client node is not empty,
the number of packets in its sending buffer may keep
unchanged under the following two cases: one is that
no packet is generated and no packet is successfully
transmitted, and the probability of this case equals
[1 − hc (1 − pc )] (1 − g); the other case is that there
is a new packet generated and a packet transmitted
successfully, and the probability of this case equals
g · hc (1 − pc ).
3) Equation (1d) accounts the fact that in NNC and HNC
schemes, when the sending buffer of a client node is
not empty, the number of packets in the sending buffer
may increase by one if there is a packet generated but
no packet is successfully transmitted.
4) Equation (1e) states that in NNC and HNC schemes,
in the case that the sending buffer of a client node is
not empty, the number of packets in the sending buffer
may decrease by one if there is a packet successfully
transmitted but no packet is generated.
5) Equation (1f) states the assumption that only one packet
may be generated in each time slot and the fact that only
one packet is transmitted in a successful transmission.
We next calculate the stationary probabilities.
Let πc (i) be the stationary probability of Sc (t), which
equals lim P {Sc (t) = i}. According to the balance equations
t→∞
+∞

πc (i) · P {Sc (t + 1) = j |Sc (t) = i } =
of steady states
i=0

πc (j), (j ≥ 0), πc (i) in NNC and HNC schemes can be
calculated by:
⎧
⎨ πc (1) = hc (1−pgc )(1−g) · πc (0),
i−1

c (1−pc )
⎩ πc (i) = hg−g·h
· πc (1), i ≥ 2.
c (1−pc )(1−g)
g−g·hc (1−pc )
hc (1−pc )(1−g)

is less than one, the stationary
+∞

πc (i) = 1,
probabilities exit. According to the equation
Then, if

πc (0) in NNC and HNC schemes equals:
πc (0) =

hc (1 − pc ) − g
.
hc (1 − pc )

i=0

(2)

Then, in NNC and HNC schemes, the probability that the
sending buffer of a client node is not empty PN E c equals:
g
PN E c = 1 − πc (0) =
.
(3)
hc (1 − pc )
In equation (3), g can be seen as the packet arrival probability, which is a given system parameter; while hc (1 − pc ) can
be seen as the packet departure probability when the sending
buffer of the considered client node is not empty. Equation
(3) shows that the changing process of the number of packets
in a client node’s sending buffer, and the channel contention
process of the client nodes based on the 802.11 DCF are
connected together. In fact, hc (1 − pc ) also represents the
system service probability when the sending buffer of a client
node is not empty in NNC and HNC schemes. Thus, a bigger
hc (1 − pc ) will lead to a bigger system service rate and then
a higher system throughput of the NNC and HNC schemes.
2. The changing process of Sc (t) in PNC scheme:
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because the channel can only be occupied by one node in a
time slot, then, the transition diagram of the Markov chain
of the changing process of Sc (t) in PNC scheme is shown in
Fig. 5, and the one-step transition probabilities are:

g

the first and the second events, the first and the third events
may both happen in the same time slot, but the second and
the third events can not both happen in the same time slot

(4a)

P {Sc (t + 1) = 1 |Sc (t) = 0 } = g,
P {Sc (t + 1) = i |Sc (t) = i } =

(4b)

+ g · hc (1 − pc )(1 + αP N C PN2 E c ), i ≥ 1,

Fig. 5. The Markov chain of the changing process of Sc (t) in PNC scheme.

event equals αP N C · PN E c u1 u2 PN E c hc (1 − pc ) , which
/2
can be simplified to αP N C PN2 E c hc (1 − pc ). Considering that

P {Sc (t + 1) = 0 |Sc (t) = 0 } = 1 − g,

1 − hc (1 − pc )(1 + αP N C PN2 E c ) (1 − g)

2
hc (1  pc )(1  D PNC PNE
_ c )(1  g )

Next we discuss the model of the changing process of Sc (t)
in PNC scheme. Since in PNC scheme, the number of packets
in a client node’s sending buffer may change when one of the
client nodes in the other group occupies the channel, the model
of the changing process of Sc (t) in PNC scheme is different
from the one in NNC and HNC schemes.
In PNC scheme, Sc (t) of a client node nxc may change
because of the following three events: 1) In the current time
slot, there is a new packet generated by client node nxc , and
the probability of this event equals g; 2) In the current time
slot, client node nxc successfully occupies the channel when its
sending buffer is not empty, and the probability of this event
equals hc (1−pc ); 3) In the current time slot, when the sending
buffer of client node nxc is not empty, one of the client nodes
in the other group, i.e. client node nyc , successfully occupies
the channel with client node nxc as the destination client node
and client node nxc has a packet waiting for being sent to client
node nyc . The third event only happens in PNC scheme, which
makes the changing process of Sc (t) in PNC scheme different
from the one in the NNC and HNC schemes.
In the following, we calculate the probability of the third
event. Since the probability that a client node occupies the
channel successfully equals PN E c hc (1 − pc ), the probability
that the channel is successfully occupied by a node in one
client group equals u2 · PN E c hc (1 − pc ). Assume that every
client node in the other group has the same probability to be
the destination client node. Then, the probability that client
node nxc is the destination client node when the channel is
occupied by one of the client nodes in the other group equals
1 u
u/ · 2 PN E c hc (1−pc). Therefore, when the sending buffer of
2
nxc is not empty, the probability that the channel is occupied
by one of the client nodes in the other group with nxc as the
destination client node equals PN E c · u1 u2 PN E c hc (1 − pc ).
/2
Let αP N C ∈ [0, 1] be the balance factor in PNC scheme,
which represents the probability that when the channel is successfully occupied by a client node, its destination client node
has a packet waiting for being sent to the source client node
under the condition that the sending buffer of the destination
client node is not empty.
Then, the probability of the third
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(4c)

P {Sc (t + 1) = i + 1 |Sc (t) = i } =
g 1 − hc (1 − pc )(1 + αP N C PN2 E c ) , i ≥ 1,

(4d)

P {Sc (t + 1) = i − 1 |Sc (t) = i } =
hc (1 − pc )(1 + αP N C PN2 E c )(1 − g), i ≥ 1,

(4e)

P {Sc (t + 1) = j |Sc (t) = i } = 0, |i − j| ≥ 2.

(4f)

The explanations of equation (4) are as follows:
1) Equation (4a) and (4b) state that in PNC scheme, when
the sending buffer of a client node is empty, only the
first event may happen.
2) Equation (4c) accounts the fact that in PNC scheme,
when the sending buffer of a client node is not empty,
the number of packets in its sending buffer may keep
unchanged under the following three cases: i) both the
first and the second events happen; ii) both the first and
the third events happen; iii) none of the events happens.
3) Equation (4d) states that in PNC scheme, in the case
that the sending buffer of a client node is not empty,
the number of packets in its sending buffer may increase
by one when the first event happens but neither of the
second and the third events happens.
4) Equation (4e) accounts the fact that in PNC scheme, in
the case that the sending buffer of a client node is not
empty, the number of packets in the sending buffer may
decrease by one when the first event does not happen
and one of the other two events happens.
5) Equation (4f) states the assumption that only one packet
may be generated in each time slot and the fact that only
one packet is transmitted in a successful transmission.
In the following, we calculate the stationary probability
πc (i) in PNC scheme.
According to the balance equations of the steady states
+∞

πc (i) · P {Sc (t + 1) = j |Sc (t) = i } = πc (j), (j ≥ 0),
i=0

πc (i) in PNC scheme can be expressed by:
⎧
⎨ πc (1) = hc (1−pc )(1+αPgN C P 2 )(1−g) · πc (0),
NE c
i−1

2
⎩ πc (i) = g−g·hc (1−pc )(1+αP2N C PN E c )
· πc (1), i ≥ 2.
hc (1−pc )(1+αP N C P
)(1−g)
NE c

If

2
g−g·hc (1−pc )(1+αP N C PN
E c)
2
hc (1−pc )(1+αP N C PN
E c )(1−g)
+∞


Since

i=0

is less than one, πc (i) exits.

πc (i) = 1, πc (0) equals:

πc (0) =

hc (1 − pc )(1 + αP N C PN2 E c ) − g
.
hc (1 − pc )(1 + αP N C PN2 E c )

(5)
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1  g r  hr (1  pr )

1  g r  hr (1  pr )
gr

gr

gr

P {Sr (t + 1) = 0 |Sr (t) = 0 } = 1 − gr ,

1  gr
hr (1  pr )
Fig. 6.

chain of the changing process of Sr (t) is shown in Fig. 6, and
the one-step transition probabilities are:

hr (1  pr )

hr (1  pr )

The Markov chain of the changing process of Sr (t).

Then, the probability that the sending buffer of a client node
is not empty PN E c equals:
g
. (6)
PN E c = 1 − πc (0) =
hc (1 − pc )(1 + αP N C PN2 E c )
In equation (6), hc (1 − pc)(1 + αP N C PN2 E c ) is the sum of
the probabilities that the second and the third events happen,
which indeed represents the total packet departure probability
or total system service probability when there are packets in
the sending buffer of the considered client node. Thus, a bigger
hc (1 − pc )(1 + αP N C PN2 E c ) will lead to a bigger system
service rate and then a higher system throughput in PNC
scheme. Furthermore, we have the following two observations:
1) The throughput gain of PNC scheme comes from the third
event, which does not happen in the other two schemes.
2) The balance factor, αP N C , has a significant impact on
the throughput performance of PNC scheme since it directly
determines the probability of the third event.
B. The changing process of the number of packets in the relay
node’s sending buffer
In NNC, HNC, and PNC schemes, the changing processes
of the number of packets in the relay node’s sending buffer are
similar. The only difference is the packet arrival probability.
Thus, in the following, we first propose a common model
for all schemes, and then discuss the difference of the packet
arrival probability in the three schemes.
Let pr , hr and PN E r respectively denote the probability
that a transmitted packet of the relay node encounters a
collision, the probability that the relay node transmits under
the condition that its sending buffer is not empty, and the
probability that the sending buffer of the relay node is not
empty. Then, the probability that the relay node successfully
occupies the channel when its sending buffer is not empty
equals hr (1 − pr ). Let gr be the packet arrival probability of
the relay node’s sending buffer. Let Sr (t) denote the number
of packets in the sending buffer of the relay node at discrete
time t. Since Sr (t + 1) can be determined by Sr (t) and the
number of packets that arrive at and depart from the sending
buffer of the relay node during the time [t, t + 1], Sr (t) can
be modeled with a Markov chain.
In all schemes, Sr (t) will change when one of the following
two events occurs: 1) In the current time slot, there is a
packet arriving at the sending buffer of the relay node, and
the probability of this event equals gr . 2) In the current time
slot, there is a packet successfully transmitted by the relay
node, and the probability of this event equals hr (1 − pr ).
Considering that the above two events cannot both happen
in the same time slot, the transition diagram of the Markov

(7a)

P {Sr (t + 1) = i |Sr (t) = i } = 1 − gr − hr (1 − pr ), i ≥ 1,
(7b)
(7c)
P {Sr (t + 1) = i + 1 |Sr (t) = i } = gr , i ≥ 0,
P {Sr (t + 1) = i − 1 |Sr (t) = i } = hr (1 − pr ), i ≥ 1, (7d)
(7e)
P {Sr (t + 1) = j |Sr (t) = i } = 0, |i − j| ≥ 2.
The explanations of equation (7) are as follows:
1) Equation (7a) states that when the sending buffer of the
relay node is empty, only the first event may occur.
2) Equation (7b) represents that in the case of the sending
buffer of the relay node being not empty, Sr (t) will keep
unchanged when neither of the two events occurs.
3) Equation (7c) accounts the fact that no matter if the
sending buffer of the relay node is empty or not, Sr (t)
may increase by one when the first event occurs.
4) Equation (7d) states that in the case that the sending
buffer of the relay node is not empty, Sr (t) may decrease
by one when the second event occurs.
5) Equation (7e) accounts the fact that only one packet
is transmitted when a node successfully occupies the
channel.
We next calculate the stationary probabilities of Sr (t).
Let πr (i) be the stationary probability of Sr (t),
which equals
lim P {Sr (t) = i}. Then, according
t→∞
to the balance equations of the steady states
+∞

πr (i) · P {Sr (t + 1) = j |Sr (t) = i } = πr (j), (j ≥ 0),
i=0

we have:

πr (i) = πr (0) · ρir , (i ≥ 0),

(8)

gr
hr (1−pr ) .

When ρr < 1, πr (0) can then be
+∞

πr (i) = 1. That is,
calculated according to the equation
where ρr equals

i=0

πr (0) equals 1 − ρr .
Then, for all schemes, the probability that the relay node’s
sending buffer is not empty equals:
gr
.
(9)
PN E r = 1 − πr (0) =
hr (1 − pr )
In equation (9), gr is determined by the channel contention
process of the client nodes, while hr (1 − pr ) is determined
by the channel contention process of the relay node. That is,
the changing process of Sr (t), the channel contention process
of the client nodes, and the channel contention process of the
relay node are connected together through equation (9).
In the following, we discuss the difference of gr in the three
schemes.
In NNC and PNC schemes, when one of the client nodes
occupies the channel successfully, the relay node will receive
a packet and directly store it in the sending buffer. Thus,
the packet arrival probability of the relay node’s sending
buffer, gr , equals the probability that one of the client nodes
occupies the channel successfully. Therefore, in NNC and
PNC schemes, gr equals:
gr = u · PN E c hc (1 − pc ).

(10)
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Fig. 7.

The packets arrival flow at the relay node in HNC scheme.

However, in HNC scheme, since the network coding operation occurs at the high layer, the packets received from
the client nodes are not directly stored in the sending buffer.
The packets arrival flow at the relay node is shown in Fig.
7. The packets from the client group 1 and client group 2
are respectively stored in the receiving buffer 1 and receiving
buffer 2. And, considering that the packet arrival probabilities
of the receiving buffers are the same, the network coding
operation is done only when both of the buffers are not empty.
After the network coding operation, an NC packet is generated
and stored in the sending buffer of the relay node. Thus, the
packet arrival probability of the sending buffer of the relay
node equals that of one of the receiving buffers in the relay
node. That is, in HNC scheme, gr equals:
u
(11)
gr = · PN E c hc (1 − pc ).
2
C. The relationships among the variables
In this subsection, we discuss the channel contention process of the client nodes and the relay node, and the relationships among variables pc , hc , PN E c , pr , hr , and PN E r .
When the sending buffer of a node is not empty, no matter
how many packets there are in the sending buffer, the node
will contend for the channel in the same way according to
the 802.11 DCF. Thus, according to Bianchi’s model [16],
the relationships between the probability that a node transmits
under the condition that its sending buffer is not empty and
the probability that a transmitted packet of a node encounters
a collision are given as follows:
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can be obtained by solving equations (3), (9), (11), (12), (13),
(14), and (15); in PNC scheme, the values of pc , hc , PN E c ,
pr , hr , PN E r , and gr can be obtained by solving equations
(6), (9), (10), (12), (13), (14), and (15).
The stability conditions of the relay system are as follows.
In NNC and HNC schemes, the relay system is stable when
g−g·hc (1−pc )
gr
hc (1−pc )(1−g) < 1 and hr (1−pr ) < 1, which can be simplified
to g < hc (1 − pc ) (or PN E c < 1) and gr < hr (1 − pr ) (or
PN E r < 1). While in PNC scheme, the relay system is stable
2
g−g·h (1−pc )(1+αP N C PN
gr
E c)
when hc (1−pcc )(1+α
< 1 and hr (1−p
< 1,
2
P
)(1−g)
r)
PNC NE c
2
which can be simplified to g < hc (1 − pc )(1 + αP N C PN E c )
(or PN E c < 1) and gr < hr (1 − pr ) (or PN E r < 1). That
is, for all schemes, the relay system is stable when PN E c
and PN E r are both less than one. The implications of these
stable conditions are as follows: 1) The proposed model can
only be used to analyze the unsaturated scenario, thus, the
packet generation probability g should be small enough to
ensure that the system is unsaturated. 2) In order to avoid the
queue in the relay node being infinitely long, the relay node
should have a large enough opportunity to access the channel,
which can be achieved by setting Wc and Wr appropriately.
In fact, since there are u client nodes and only one relay node,
Wr should be set much smaller than Wc .
D. Throughput calculation
The network throughput, Qc , can be defined as the ratio
of the average time used by the client nodes to successfully
transmit the payload information in a slot time to the average
length of a slot time.
In the following, we discuss the calculation of Qc . The
probability that the channel is successfully occupied by one
of the client nodes, Ps c , and the probability that the channel
is successfully occupied by the relay node, Ps r , respectively
equal:
(16)
Ps c = u · PN E c hc (1 − pc ),
Ps

r

= PN E r hr (1 − pr ).

(17)

hc =

2(1 − 2pc )
,
(1 − 2pc )(Wc + 1) + pc Wc [1 − (2pc )m ]

(12)

hr =

2(1 − 2pr )
,
(1 − 2pr )(Wr + 1) + pr Wr [1 − (2pr )m ]

Furthermore, since the probability that no node transmits a
packet equals (1 − PN E c hc )u (1 − PN E r hr ), the probability
that at least one node transmits a packet, Ptr , then equals:

(13)

Ptr = 1 − (1 − PN E c hc )u (1 − PN E r hr ).

where Wc and Wr are respectively the minimum contention
window size of a client node and the relay node, and m is the
maximum backoff stage of any node.
What’s more, since the collision probability that a node
transmits is also the probability that at least one of the other
nodes transmits in a slot time, in all schemes, we have:
pc = 1 − (1 − PN E c hc )u−1 (1 − PN E r hr ),
u

pr = 1 − (1 − PN E c hc ) .

(14)
(15)

Given g, all the variables can be solved by the above
equations. In particular, in NNC scheme, the values of pc ,
hc , PN E c , pr , hr , PN E r , and gr can be obtained by solving
equations (3), (9), (10), (12), (13), (14), and (15); in HNC
scheme, the values of pc , hc , PN E c , pr , hr , PN E r , and gr

(18)

After obtaining Ps c , Ps r , and Ptr , we are ready to
calculate the average length of a slot time in the unsaturated
case. In the unsaturated case, a node does not transmit in
the following two cases: 1) the sending buffer of the node is
empty; 2) the backoff counter of the node does not reach zero.
In fact, for any node, the sending buffer being empty can be
regarded as the value of the backoff counter being infinitely
large. Thus, when the channel is idle in a slot time, we can
postulate that the backoff counters of all nodes decrease by
one and no backoff counter reaches zero. Then, the average
length of a slot time can be calculated based on the fact that
with probability (1−Ptr ), the slot time is idle; with probability
Ps c , the slot time is successfully occupied by a client node;
with probability Ps r , the slot time is successfully occupied by
the relay node; with probability (Ptr −Ps r −Ps c ), a collision
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occurs. Let TAST be the average length of a slot time in the
unsaturated case. Then, TAST can be calculated by:
TAST = (1 − Ptr )σ + Ps c Ts c + Ps r Ts
+(Ptr − Ps r − Ps c )Tc ,

r

(19)

where Ts c , Ts r , and Tc are respectively the average time
that a successful transmission of a client node experiences, the
average time that a successful transmission of the relay node
experiences, and the average time that a collision experiences.
In different schemes, the values of Ts c , Ts r , and Tc may be
different, which can be calculated according to the analysis in
section II-B. The symbol σ is the basic unit of the value of
backoff counter described in the 802.11 DCF.
Therefore, the network throughput Qc can be expressed by:
Ps c TL c
,
(20)
TAST
where TL c is the average time used by a client node to
transmit the total amount of the payload information of a
packet.
TL c is different in different schemes. In NNC and HNC
schemes, when a client node occupies the channel, the total
amount of the payload information in the transmitted packet
equals the payload size SP L . Then, TL c in NNC and HNC
schemes equals SP L/Rlink , where Rlink is the physical link
rate.
In PNC scheme, when a client node occupies the
channel, the probability that the transmitted packet
contains the information of two packets equals
PN E c αP N C , and the probability that the transmitted
packet only contains the information of one packet
equals (1 − PN E c αP N C ). Then, the average amount
of payload information in the transmitted packet equals
which
[2SP L · PN E c αP N C + SP L · (1 − PN E c αP N C )],
can be simplified to SP L (1 + PN E c αP N C ). Therefore, TL c
N E c αP N C )
in PNC scheme equals SP L (1+P
.
Rlink
Qc =

IV. T HROUGHPUT M AXIMIZATION OF THE PNC R ELAY
S YSTEM
In this section, we focus on the throughput maximization
of the PNC relay system. We consider the nearly saturated
case, that is, the packet generation probability g is set to its
maximum value which makes PN E c close to one. The reason
is that the impact of system parameters on the throughput
will be less significant when g is smaller. In particular, in the
extreme case that g equals zero, the throughput will equal zero
under any system parameters.
In the nearly saturated case, the throughput in PNC scheme,
Qc |PN E c →1 , approximately equals:
SP L/
Rlink · Ps c (1 + αP N C )
.
(21)
TAST
Let kc and kr respectively denote the transmission probability of a client node and the relay node. Then, kc = PN E c hc
and kr = PN E r hr . Equations (16), (17) and (18) can be
simplified.
Qc |PN E c →1 =

Ps

c

= u · kc (1 − kc )u−1 (1 − kr ),
Ps

r

u

= kr (1 − kc ) ,

(22)
(23)

Ptr = 1 − (1 − kc )u (1 − kr ).
According to equations (9), (10), (16) and (17), Ps
Ps r in PNC scheme. Then,
kr =

(24)
c

equals

u · kc
.
1 − kc + u · kc

(25)

Furthermore, according to equations (19), (21), (22), (23),
(24) and (25), Qc |PN E c →1 equals:
Qc |PN E c →1 =

SP L/
Rlink ·(1+αP N C )

Tc (1−kc +u·kc )−(Tc −σ)(1−kc +u·kc )(1−kc )u
u·kc (1−kc )u

+(Ts c +Ts r −σ−Tc )

.

(26)
In equation (26), SP L , Rlink , αP N C , u, Ts c , Ts r , Tc , and
σ are all given system parameters, and only kc is the control
variable. That is, Qc |PN E c →1 can be determined by kc .
In the following, we discuss the maximization of
Qc |PN E c →1 .
u·kc (1−kc )u
Let Y denote Tc (1−kc +u·kc )−(T
u.
c −σ)(1−kc +u·kc )(1−kc )
Then, according to equation (26), Qc |PN E c →1 is maximized
when Y is maximized.
Lemma 1: As kc increases from 0 to 1, Y first increases to
a maximum value and then decreases.
The proof of Lemma 1 is in the Appendix. Based on Lemma
1, the following theorem can be obtained.
Theorem 1: The optimal kc that maximizes the network
throughput approximately equals:
kc =
−(u+1)σ+



(u+1)2 σ2 +4σ[Tc (u2 −u)+ 12 u(u+1)(Tc −σ)]
2Tc (u2 −u)+u(u+1)(Tc −σ)

.

(27)

Proof: According to Lemma 1, there is only one kc ∈
[0, 1] which makes Y reach its maximum value. The kc which
maximizes Y can be obtained by imposing the derivative of
Y with respect to kc equal 0. After some simplifications, we
have:
Tc (u2 − u)kc2 + (u + 1)kc − 1 + (Tc − σ)(1 − kc )u+1 = 0.
(28)
According to the Taylor series approximation, under the
condition kc  1, we have:
(u + 1)u 2
kc .
(29)
2
Then, according to equations (28) and (29), equation (27) can
be obtained.
Theorem 1 provides the optimal value of kc that maximizes
the nearly saturated throughput of the PNC relay system.
Considering that PN E c is close to one in the nearly saturated
case, the value of kc is close to the value of hc . Then,
adjusting kc is equivalent to adjusting hc , which can be
achieved by adjusting Wc in a practical system. Furthermore,
the maximization process of the PNC relay system is general
and can be applied to the relay system with other schemes
(e.g., NNC and HNC).
(1 − kc )u+1 ≈ 1 − (u + 1)kc +
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Throughput comparison: analysis v.s. simulation.

V. S IMULATIONS R ESULTS
In the simulation, the 802.11b protocol is adopted and the
physical link rate equals 11Mb/s. Other parameters are shown
in Table I.
A. Model validation
To validate our analytical models of NNC, HNC and
PNC schemes, we calculate the network throughputs of these
schemes under different system parameters when the packet
generation probability g varies from 0 to its maximum value
which makes the network nearly saturated (PN E c = 0.99),
and compare the analytical throughputs with simulations, as
shown in Fig. 8. We can see that our models are quite
accurate since the analytical results (lines) and the simulation
results (symbols) of the three schemes are very close. Another
observation from Fig. 8 is that the accuracy of our model
decreases when both u and g are bigger. The possible reasons
are: When both u and g are bigger, the number of client
nodes that have packets to be transmitted increases, which
makes the collision probability increases. Since the time slots
with collisions are shorter than the time slots with successful

TABLE I
S IMULATION PARAMETERS

Parameter

Value

Parameter

Value

σ
SIFS
DIFS
Physical header
RTS

20 us
10 us
50 us
128 bits
160 bits

CTS
ACK
Packet size
Payload size
Propagation delay

112 bits
112 bits
8472 bits
8184 bits
1 us

transmissions, the variation of hc is bigger when both u and
g are bigger. That is, the accuracy of the approximation that
hc is constant decreases when both u and g are bigger, which
leads to a bigger deviation of network throughput.
B. Throughput optimization of the PNC relay system
Next we discuss the impacts of the system parameters on
the throughput of the PNC system.
Fig. 9 shows the network throughput versus the minimum
contention window size of the client nodes (Wc ) under different client node numbers and packet generation probabilities
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Fig. 10. The PNC throughput v.s. the minimum contention window size of
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when αP N C , Wr , and m respectively equal 1, 2, and 3. From
Fig. 9, we can see that under any given u and g, the network
throughput first increases and then decreases as Wc increases.
The reason is that a small value of Wc will not only lead to a
big transmission probability of a client node but also lead to
a big collision probability. Then, when Wc is too small, the
channel will be in the collision state most of the time; and
when Wc is too big, the channel will be in the idle state most
of the time. Therefore, the average time that the channel is
used to successfully transmit packets is short when Wc is too
small or too big, which leads to a small value of throughput.
What’s more, from Fig. 9, we can see that the throughputoptimal value of Wc is mainly determined by the number of
client nodes in the system but almost independent of the packet
generation probability. Thus, it is better to adjust Wc according
to the number of client nodes.
Fig. 10 shows the network throughput versus the minimum
contention window size of the relay node (Wr ) under different

0

0

0.05
0.1
Transmission probability of the client nodes

0.15

Fig. 11.
The PNC nearly saturated throughput v.s. the transmission
probability of the client nodes.

client node numbers and packet generation probabilities when
αP N C , Wc , and m respectively equal 1, 1024, and 3. From
Fig. 10, we can see that the network throughput is almost
independent of Wr . The reasons are as follows. According
to the analysis in section III-C, to guarantee that the relay
system is stable, PN E r should be smaller than one. That
is, the packet arriving probability of the relay node’s sending
buffer should be smaller than its packet departure probability.
Thus, as long as Wr is small enough to make the system work
in the steady-state, the total number of packets successfully
transmitted by the relay node indeed equals the number of
packets successfully transmitted by the client nodes. That is,
Wr has little effect on the network throughput and can be set
as small as possible to make the system stable.
Fig. 11 shows the PNC nearly saturated throughput versus
the transmission probability of a client node kc when αP N C
equals 1. We can see that for any client node number, the
approximation result of the optimal kc in Theorem 1 is
quite close to the optimal value obtained from numerical
solution. What’s more, from Fig. 11, we also find that the
maximum nearly saturated throughput is almost independent
of the number of client nodes in the system, which is similar
to the case in the traditional 802.11 non-relay network [16].
In addition, because of the overhead of 802.11 protocol, the
maximum nearly saturated throughput is much smaller than
the cut-set capacity bound in this network scenario, which
equals one (the normalized link capacity) [30].
C. Throughput comparison of different schemes
To compare the network throughput of different schemes,
we consider the nearly saturated case that PN E c equals 0.99.
And in the comparison, Wc , Wr , and m are respectively set
to 2048, 2, and 3. The results are shown in Fig. 12. We can
see that compared with the HNC and the NNC schemes, the
throughput gain of PNC scheme becomes more significant as
αP N C increases. For example, for the relay system with one
hundred client nodes, the throughput gains of PNC scheme
versus HNC and NNC schemes respectively reach about 118%
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and 150% when αP N C equals 0.5, and about 157% and 200%
when αP N C equals 1. The reason is that αP N C directly
determines the probability that an NC data packet contains
the information of two data packets. In the extreme case that
αP N C equals zero, all the NC data packets in PNC scheme
only contain the information of one data packet and the PNC
scheme reduces to the NNC scheme. Another observation from
Fig. 12 is that the throughput gain of PNC scheme versus HNC
scheme decreases when the number of client nodes in the
system increases, while the throughput gain of PNC scheme
versus NNC scheme keeps unchanged when the number of
client nodes in the system varies. The reasons are as follows.
As shown in section II-B, the time used by the relay node to
successfully transmit a data packet in HNC scheme is longer
than the one in PNC scheme. Then, when the number of client
nodes in the system is small, the collision rarely occurs, which
makes the impact of longer transmission time in HNC scheme
more severe. And since the successful transmission time is the
same in the NNC and PNC schemes when any node occupies
the channel, the throughput gain of PNC scheme versus NNC
scheme will be independent of the number of client nodes.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we studied the throughput performance of
PNC scheme coordinated with IEEE 802.11 DCF. In particular, we derived the analytical unsaturated network throughput
results of the relay network with PNC scheme and the traditional HNC, NNC schemes. We found that the throughput benefit of PNC is more significant for bidirectional isochronous
traffic with rate requirements. Furthermore, we derived an
approximate closed-form solution of the optimal transmission
probability of client nodes that maximizes the system throughput in PNC scheme. In addition, we discussed the relationship
between the PNC throughput and the system parameters and
showed some interesting results: first, to achieve a better
network throughput, the minimum contention window size
of the client nodes should be self-adaptive according to the
number of client nodes; second, the minimum contention

window size of the relay node has little effect on the system
throughput and thus can be set as small as possible to make
the system stable.
A PPENDIX
Proof of Lemma 1.
Proof: The derivative of Y with respect to kc , Y  (kc ),
equals:
Y  (kc ) = u(1 − kc )u−1 ·
{Tc P N C [(−u2 +u)kc2 −(u+1)kc +1] −(Tc P N C −σ)(1−kc )u+1 }
[Tc

P N C (1−kc +u·kc )−(Tc P N C −σ)(1−kc +u·kc )(1−kc )

u ]2

Note that:
⎧
⎧
0 < (1 − kc )u ≤ 1,
⎪
⎪
0 ≤ kc < 1,
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨ 0 < (1 − kc )u−1 ≤ 1,
⎨
u ≥ 2,
1 − kc + u · kc > 1,
⇒
Tc P N C > 0,
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
Tc P N C − (Tc P N C − σ)
⎪
⎩
⎪
σ > 0.
⎩
·(1 − kc )u > 0.

.
(30)

(31)

u−1

u(1−kc )
Thus, [T
>
u 2
c P N C (1−kc +u·kc )−(Tc P N C −σ)(1−kc +u·kc )(1−kc ) ]
0.
What’s
more,
let
U
denote
Tc P N C ·
(−u2 + u)kc2 − (u + 1)kc + 1 − (Tc P N C − σ)(1 − kc )u+1 .
Then, the derivative of U with respect to kc , U  (kc ), equals:

U  (kc ) = −2Tc P N C (u2 − u)kc
−(u + 1) [Tc P N C − (Tc P N C − σ)(1 − kc )u ] .

(32)

According to equation (31), U  (kc ) is negative. Since
U |kc =0 = σ > 0 and U |kc =1 = −u2 Tc P N C < 0,
U decreases from a positive value to a negative value. Let
U |kc =kc0 = 0, then,
⎧ 
⎨ Y (kc ) > 0, 0 ≤ kc < kc0 ,
U > 0, 0 ≤ kc < kc0 ,
Y  (kc ) = 0, kc = kc0 ,
⇒
U < 0, kc0 < kc < 1.
⎩ 
Y (kc ) < 0, kc0 < kc < 1.
(33)
Therefore, as kc increases from 0 to 1, Y first increases to a
maximum value and then decreases.
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